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UNITED STATES PATENT OFFICE. 

N \ }} } \N 1. \?ix} N N - Y, ( ) - 1) IN ()N, LJIN (IS. 

TO Y. 

SPECIFICATION forming part of Letters Patent No. 613,386, dated November 1, 1898. 
Application fied March lll 893. 

To all willon, it i? / concern. 
l3e it known that I, NAT II.N l’. NEC is ENNEY, 

a citizen of the Unit cd States, residing at 
Dixon, in the county of Lee and State of Illi 
nois, have invented a cw and useful Toy, of 
which the following is a specification. 
My invention relates to toys and games, and 

particularly to a game apparatus of the “dart 
and-tal'get type, and has for its object to 
provide a lart, adapted to be projected manu 
ally, whereof the feather is of four-wing con 
struction) and is formed fron a foll: llc. blank 
of paper or other flexible material to adapt it 
to loc replaced with facility; furthermore, to 
provide a simple and eficient incans of at 
tachment of the feather to the dirt-shaft, and, 
furtlhelm ore, to provide a ?eat her of the class 
mained wherein each wing is spread toward 
its rear eige to form rearwardly-divergent, 
sidc faces for pressure upon the air during 
the flight of the dart therethrough. 
Further objects and advantages of this in 

vention will appear in the following descrip 
tion, and the novel features thereof will be 
particulally pointed out in the appended 
clains. 

In thc drawings, Figure i is a view of a 
gaine apparatus, including a dart, constructed 
in accordance with my invention. Fig. 2 is a 
detail view in perspective of the feather end 
of the dart. Fig. 3 is a plan view of the same, 
showing the edge of one of the wings of the 
feather. Fig. 4 is a detail view of the rear 
end of the dart-shaft, the feather being omit 
ted. Fig. 5 is a plan view of the blank from 
which the featlher is constructed, the lines of 
folding being indicated by dotted lines. Fig. 
G is a view of a slightly-modified form of 
feather. Fig. 7 is a view of the blank from 
which the feather shown in Fig. G is formed. 
Similar numerals of reference indicate cor 

responding parts in all the figures of the draw 
lings. 

In the drawings, 1 represents the target 
slucet, adapted to be secured by suitable ad 
hesive material or otherwise to a board 2 of 
a material adapted to be punctured by the 
lmetallic point 3 of the dart, said dart having 
a shaft 4, which is designed to be grasped 
manually and thrown to strike the target. 

In order that the shaft of the dart may 
travel properly with the point in advance, it 
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is necessary to provide it witl a feather 5, 
whiclh in the construction illustrated is pro 
vided with four wings transversely a lined in 
pairs ol' radially dislosed will relation to the 
axis of the shaft, each wing being enlarged 
toward its real' cdge or having its faces 'car 
wardly divergent to increase the resistance 
by producing a wedge-like action upon the 
atmosphere. In practice prefer to construct 
the feather of integral wings, having their in 
incredges in contact, lild in order to attacl) 
:l wing of this construction to the shaft of a 
(lart. I providle the latter at its 'cat' clid with 
longitudinal intersecting kerfs or slits (i, dis 
posed at right angles to each othel', each ker? 
or slit being adapted to receive a wing alld 
the several angles, formed at the intersection 
of the slots or kerfs, being adapted to fit in 
the angles loctween the Wings, as show in clearly 
in Fig. 2. 
A simple for in of feather mayl)c construct 

ed, as illustrated, of a blank of flexible ma 
terial, such as paper, (see Fig. 5,) which may 
be square, as illustrated. This blank is folded 
upou diagonal crease-lines 7 and diametrical 
crease-lines S, the diagonal crease-lines form 
ing the inner edges of the wings and being 
folded inwardly to for in reintrant angles 
which are brought into contact to form the 
axis of the feather. lion this a Nis radiate 
the wings, each of which is doubled and con 
sists of two triangular folds (t (t', l', &c. 
(See Fig. 5.) The wings, as shown, are of 
right-angled triangular construction, with the 
right angle at the intersection of the rear 
wardly-divergent front and rearwardly-con 
vergent rear edges of the wings. Although 
the diagonal fold-lines are brought into coln 
tact at the axis of the feather it is obvious 
that the resilience of the material forming 
the blank will cause the folds or cheeks of 
each wing to spread slightly toward their 
rear or free edges, said edges thus being Sepa 
rated and causing the cheeks to diverge to 
ward their rear ends. The effect of this rear 
ward divergence of the cheeks of the Wings 
is to cause a greater resistance in passing 
through the air, and thus a greater steadi 
ness of the shaft of the dart. 

In the modified construction illustrated in 
Figs, 6 and 7 the blank is also preferably 
square and is provided with diametrical 
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crease-lines 7 and diagonal crease-lines S', 
the di:llnetrical crease-lilies being in this cise 
folded ill Wardly to for in the 'ei trant angles 
Occupying in sitions in contiguity at the axis 
Of the featle', the (liagonal rease-lines for in 
ing the exterior front edges of the wings. In 
this fol'In the Wings have the same lotle 
foll construction, the folds C C, (ltd., &c., lo 
ing air:lingel ill ill) 'oximate contact, lut 
diverge toward the rear edges of the wings, 
and, further more, each wing is of right-a- 
gled triangular construction, with the right 
angle at the inner end of the rear edge and 
With the hypoten use forming the front edge. 
Thus in the modified construction the rear 
edges Of the Wings occupy a common trans 
Verse plane perpendicular to the axis of the 
shaft of the dart, while in the construction 
illustrated in Figs. l to 5 the rear edges, as 
described, converge rearwardly toward the 
axis of the shaft. 

From the foregoing description it will be 
Seen that the feather, which forms an impor 
tant feature of the improved construction of 
dart, is formed from a single blank of fold 
able material, such as paper or its equivalent, 
and is adapted to be folded upon diametrical 
and diagonal crease-lines, one of which is 
brought inwardly to for the inier edges of 
the wings, while the other is lowed to pro 
ject to form the front edges thereof, whereby 
each wing consists of coextensive folds which 
are united or integral at their front edges to 
form a wedge like divider to cut through the 
air with the least possible resistance. On the 
other hand, the cheeks of each wing diverge 

or checks to diverge toward their real edges, toward thei?' lear edges to form a spreader, 
Whereby the resistance of Terel to the air is 
increased toward the rear edges of the wings 
to insure the steady flight of the dart. 

Various clhanges in the for in, proportion, 
and the minor details of construction may le 
resorted to without departing from the spirit 
or Sacrificing :ny of the advantages of this 
inventio]). 

laving (lescriled Iny in \tition, what 
claii is 

1. A dart, having a shaft. ' ) \iled with lon 
gitudinal shits ()' ke'?s, a wigel feather 
Struck foll a all of flix ill. It li: inl 
folkled upon itself to for in a la I; it of ' ()- 
(x1 (insive trial liar wings will it'll it ed 
c()) tiguous 1 () their lites () it ('s ("t i() in 
to slots or k ('fs of the sh; it all (f whicl. 
the folds o' checks liverge t ( ) was their 'cial 
edges, sull) stantially as specific'. 

2. A dart, having a shaft. }r sidel with lot - 
gill lin:ll slits () kefs, a wirel fe: the 
struck from a blank of foxiie Interial and 
folded upon itself to form a plurality of co 
extensive triangular wings whicl are fitted 
contiguous to their lines ()f intersectiot in 
the slots or kerfs ()f the shaft, all e N telling 
rearwardly beyond the extrellity of the slnaft, 
and of which the folls o' (litieks live 'ge to 
Ward their rear edges, substantially as speci 
lied. 

3. A dart having a shaft provided with lon 
gitudinal radially-disposed slits Ol' ke'?s, all (l 
a winged feather constructed of a rectangul 
lar blank of flexible material laying dial net 
Iical and (diagonal sets of ''case - lines, of 
which one set is folled inwarily to for in re 
entrant angles between the alia ('ent, Wings of 
the featler, and of Wilhich the ot' set is 
folded outwardly to for in the Ire: Iwai'ily-di 
vergent front edges of the wigs, the coln 
tiguous folds or cheeks of each will being 
engaged with a slot or kei (f the shaft to 
maint: in the folds or cheeks ill (; lit: 't at the 
front, end of the feather, and allow said ?olds 

Substantially as specified. 
In testimony that I clain the ?oi'egoing as 

my own I have hereto a fixed my signature in 
the presence of two witnesses. 

NATIWN I. (I EN N E Y. 
Witnesses: 

W. II. Wooly ATT, 
J. F. MICENNEY. 
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